


A child's poem:
 ...I watched a rabbit under a bridge;

 then fire came;
 with a big light;

 the forest was burning;
 with screams;

 there was no more sky;
 there was night;

 not a voice.

A fictional war story from a novel by Rolf A. F. Witzsche.
  

The story unfolds in the background to a nuclear accident. It unfolds in the eyes of a Canadian 
pilot and on an elderly Japanese who has seen the Hiroshima days searching for his family in 
the aftermath. The Japanese organizes a deep penetration rescue mission into the hell that 
neither could imagine. The Canadian pilot joins him, while his family goes on to Japan.

The story, Mission to Hell, is a chapter from the novel, Brighter than the Sun, by Rolf A. F. 
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Mission to Hell

     Frank, Melanie, and the six children had successfully escaped the holocaust, meaning that 
they got away alive. In real terms no one escaped out of the reach of this catastrophe that has 
changed the face of the world more deeply than any other event in history. When the sky lit 
up, and minutes later the terrible thunder shook the plane as if some primordial force was 
poised to rip it apart at its seams, people became frightened and confused. Most were too 
overwhelmed to scream, but many did.
     It wasn't until a long time after the noise had abated that the people in the plane, too, fell 
silent again. No one seemed to be physically hurt. Still, a great injury appeared to have been 
inflicted on the soul. An elderly Japanese man who hadn't said a word since the plane had 
taken off in Seattle occupied the seat next to Frank's. His face was cold and distant, as distant 
as Japan itself. To Frank, Japan was a mystery. In spite of the Toyotas, cameras, and 
computers, Japan was only known to him through vaguely remembered adventure stories that 
he had loved as a boy. As if time had stood still, Japan remained to him a frontier that had kept 
its face carefully veiled, a mysterious mini-continent afloat in a misty sea.
     When Frank noticed the man beside him, he saw the same character reflected in him; - 
unemotional, mysterious, silent, afloat in a misty sea of thoughts that posed unanswerable 
questions. It seemed to Frank as if the seat beside him was empty. Only when the brightness of 
the bomb had flooded the plane did Frank notice a change in the man's expression. He 
moaned. He uttered some indecipherable words. His face became grotesque. Every muscle 
tightened and twisted. With his eyes closed his hands began shaking. He remained in this state 
until the roar of the blast came and passed them by. Then he receded back into the stupor of 
his blank stare.
     Gradually, after what seemed like a long time, The man began to speak. "I know what is 
happening to them!" he said to Frank.
     Frank nodded quietly, as if words were too painful to be used.
     "I have been there," the man said, "I have seen the suffering, the hopelessness, - burnt 
figures crying for water, unrecognizable human shapes twisted in pain. I have helped as a 
rescuer once..."
     "In Hiroshima?" Frank interrupted him.
     "Nagasaki," the man said quietly, almost reverently. "I was searching for my wife for three 
days. I never found neither her, nor our small daughter. I had been in Osaka at the time of the 
blast. Our daughter wanted a special doll for a birthday present, a large doll, which could 
speak. She had wanted one for a long time. Those were hard to get."
     The man paused. It appeared had for him to continue. "I still have it the doll at home, you 
know. Our daughter's birthday never came. It would have been her fourth birthday that year. 
Friends told me that I should think myself fortunate to have been away at the time, that I was 
lucky to be still alive. But I couldn't see it that way. I still can't. I should have died with them. It 



would have been easier."
     Frank turned and reached his hand out to him.
     "It is impossible for someone who wasn't there to comprehend the suffering that was 
endured," said the man. "I know that's why you are afraid, now, to go to Japan," he added with 
his first faint smile since they left, grasping Frank's hand; "You are afraid that some long 
forgotten sentiments will be stirred up."
     Frank cautiously agreed.
     "My friend, you underestimate us!" the man replied. "The bombing was an immeasurable 
tragedy, incomparable to any other in our history, but it was the consequence of a war. Every 
Japanese man, woman, and child knew that our country was at war, and that it was a war that 
we started. They also knew instinctively that in a war mankind's humanity becomes 
suspended. War excuses everything. War becomes a vacation from sanity. I kept telling myself 
that we started this ugly trend ourselves. We started it at Pearl Harbor where we killed 
thousands of people without warning and destroyed much of America's Pacific Fleet. We also 
launched an attack against Malaya, Hong Kong, Guam, the Philippine Islands, the Wake 
Island, and the Midway Island. We launched a massive surprise offensive extending 
throughout the pacific region. We started a trend of attacking and killing without cause, which 
became an avalanche working against us, which has never stopped. Nagasaki and Hiroshima 
became a milestone in this avalanche. It took me years to connect Nagasaki to Pearl Harbor 
and to the wider war in the Pacific that we started. And it took me more years still to begin to 
see all of these events as a failure of society that has nothing to do with war. That deeper 
failure takes us back to the distortion of the image of mankind that Aristotle represented with 
his mythology about slave races and master races. That single treachery became the greatest 
curse in human history. Rome was its first victim. Japan followed the same course. We should 
have never fallen into this trap. We saw ourselves as one of those master races, like the British 
Aristocracy saw itself, and Hitler did in Germany. We were a stubborn nation in this regard. 
We were very proud and determined to win that war against humanity. We were so focused of 
ourselves as rulers that we couldn't see the world around us as a world of human beings. 
Hiroshima didn't cause us to put our weapons down. Our high-nosed self-esteem was like a 
national disease..."
     "Speak for yourself!" interrupted another Japanese, who had overheard the conversation. 
"Nagasaki was murdered! You can't call it anything else. There was no military need to strike 
again within three days. The fires in Hiroshima hadn't even gone out when they killed again 
like raving beasts. It took us longer than three days just to realize what had happened. The 
impact was so great! It was bigger than war!"
     "Why, then, did we not surrender after Tokyo was firebombed?" asked the man who sat 
next to Frank. "The Tokyo bombing happened several months prior to Hiroshima. The loss of 
life was far worse in Tokyo. Most of Japan's cities had been firebombed, in many cases 
repeatedly until there was nothing left worth bombing."
      "You asked why we did not surrender," said the man from in front of them. "The fact is, 
Japan had offered its surrender through the Vatican several months before Hiroshima was 
bombed. The surrender wasn't accepted. America kept the war going until the bombs were 
ready and had been used. Then America accepted our surrender. As you can see, the atomic 



bombing had served a totally different purpose. It had nothing to do with World War II. The 
bombing had been required as a demonstration show to terrorize the nations of the world into 
surrendering their sovereignty into the arms of a single, imperial world-government. They had 
been lobbying for that for years. They killed a quarter of a million people just for that. That 
was not war. That was murder. And the driving force behind that wasn't America. America 
was used for that. It played the role of a useful fool. Japans was in a similar position. "The 
Emperor saw himself as a divinely appointed ruler, destined to bring 'the eight corners of the 
world under one roof;' Japan's roof that is. The Americans would have done better to have 
killed him instead of our people."
     The man next to Frank just shook his head. "America was duped into this, just as we were 
duped into becoming a fascist empire," said the man quietly. "That is true. Unfortunately, not 
many people see it that way."
     "That is why I must strongly advise against your coming to our country at this moment," 
said the man from the row in front.
     "Actually, we have no choice," said Frank. "If Japan is where the plane goes, we'll be going 
there too. If it is dangerous, well, so be it."
     "No, no, you'll be all right, you'll see," commented one of the aircraft service people who 
had scrambled on board in Seattle.
     The mechanic was a husky man. He had found standing room in the isle not far from Frank. 
"I was in Germany after the war," he said. "It was terrifying to see what our bombings had 
done to their cities. Some cities had been completely leveled. But no one hated us for it. No one 
attacked us. We were exceptionally well treated. And the same happened in Japan. After 
Germany collapsed I was assigned to the Pacific. MacArthur was received like a hero, and for 
us GIs the red carpet was rolled out. We were welcomed with open arms when the people saw 
that we weren't the savage barbarians the Emperor had made us out to be. Some of the 
Japanese girls, when they saw that we weren't raping them after all, offered themselves freely 
for a small consideration of course, but largely out of gratitude that somehow that terrible war 
had ended. I could feel no hatred there, either. And let me tell you, the bombings were most 
vividly in everyone's mind at this time."
     "Ah, but that was a difficult period for our nation," said the Japanese who was leaning over 
the back of his seat. "The Emperor had defined the end as 'enduring the unendurable.' We had 
lost everything. Our honor, or national image, everything had been torn from us. By the 
hundreds, people had committed suicide, so great was the void. The MacArthur euphoria 
temporarily filled this void. Today the situation is no doubt different. The Hiroshima 
experience is seen in a distorted light as it has been passed down through history books, with a 
strong nationalistic taint added. Still, the history books say nothing about why it all happened. 
We were a part of a grand alliance to form a world empire. The alliance included the leading 
circles of Germany, Italy, France, Spain, end England. The plan was to quickly defeat Russia, 
and then, with the combined naval forces, defeat America. America was weak and corrupt. 
Japan was to be the center of Asia. We were destined for greatness. That's how the bill was 
sold to us. People were made to believe that. The war still stands in people's minds as a 
symbol of a time when Japan's dignity was trampled under foot. The history books are silent 
as to who was really behind this grand betrayal. But it all happened, and who can estimate 



what consequences may be drawn from issues that involve insulted honor. The truth should 
have been told. There is contempt today against the bomb, even more now than ever. It also 
spills over against those who continually threaten the world with it. I fear that especially the 
youth may feel that today's tragedy was invited to happen as the result of sheer stupidity. 
We've boxed ourselves in with our dogma of mutually assured destruction. And that's what 
we got, assured destruction, nor have we seen the last of it yet. But again, nobody will tell the 
people the truth as to who carries the blame."
      "The blame of course, lies in ourselves as human beings," said the man next to Frank. "We 
failed ourselves. Therefore I fear that this tragedy is likely to happen again for as long as these 
failures continue for which the weapons remain. If we see them gone, that is evidence that we 
have changed."
      "I feel that day is still far away," said the man leaning over the back of the seat. "That is why 
I can't blame our young people who hold this view of rage. They don't know the truth. They 
don't know that they, in their own rage, are protesting against themselves, against society's 
foolishness not to have done what should have been done." He turned to Frank. "I can only 
repeat my warning to stay out of Japan if this is at all possible. You are not safe in an 
'irrational' land. Stirred up hidden emotions can make people irrational."
     "How can you talk about politics and history while so many people are dying down there?" 
scolded a woman from across the isle. "Don't you have any feelings for them?"
     "My dear, that's just it," replied the man next to Frank. "To say that they are dying is a gross 
understatement. I saw what happened in Nagasaki. That is why I try to look at this on a 
different level, so that I won't go insane. This doesn't mean I don't feel the deepest respect for 
them. To the contrary, I could hardly respect anyone more than those people that I have seen 
struggling to stay alive."
     The woman didn't answer.
     "If you'd like to stay with us," said the man to Frank, "my wife and I would be honored to 
have you as guests in our home. You will be safe with us, I can assure you of that."
     Melanie's face lit up. She searched for words. She reached for his hand, grasping it gently. 
With tears in her eyes, as she thanked the man, she asked if the children could come too.
     "You have more children?"
     "Six altogether," said Frank.
     "They are all on this plane?"
     "Yes, somewhere in the front, I believe. Three are mine, and three belong to my friend. I 
have seen one of them as we came in, in the forward cabin."
     "My wife will be glad to have children in the house again," said the man. "It will be 
cramped, but we'll manage. My wife will love to have you all."
     "I'm most grateful," said Melanie with tears running down her cheeks.
     The man smiled and extended his hand, "My name is Yoshi Yakimoto," he said to Frank. 
"Forgive me for not introducing myself sooner."
     As they shook hands, Frank introduced himself and Melanie and remarked that he felt he 
should also become involved with the rescue operations. "I am a pilot," he said to Yoshi. 
"Experienced pilots may be in great demand."
     "Oh, I intend to help also," Yoshi replied. "We all must do what we can."



     "Then we understand each other," said Frank.
     Yoshi turned to him and whispered that he had some influence in his country's nuclear 
energy agency. "If I can persuade them to donate radiation proof clothing for the rescue effort," 
he said, "I might volunteer as an instructor in the proper use of the gear."
     Frank suggested that there might also be some assistance offered from Russia.
     Yoshi nodded. He said that this would most likely be channeled through Japan. "Then you 
will have plenty of work, airlifting the Russian supplies to the West Coast. With proper 
radiation proof clothing, the two of us might be able to fly those supplies right to where they 
are needed the most." Yoshi supposed that he and Frank might be very busy during the next 
several weeks.

     The men were excited about the prospects of getting involved. Melanie apparently wasn't. 
She didn't comment.
     "...After we come back, I will take you on a grand tour of Japan," said Yoshi with a smile.
     At this moment a makeshift meal service had begun. Since there were many more people on 
board than had been planned for, the food had to be shared, four people per tray. The serving 
was difficult, hindered by crowds of people standing in the aisles and the galleys.
     "Would you like some tea?" a stewardess asked Yoshi in Japanese, as she worked her way 
by.
     "Yes please, for me and my friends here," he replied to her in English, smiling.
     Soon, however, it became clear once again that this was not a social flight. The captain 
announced that they would not be able to reach Japan. The heavy passenger load required 
more fuel. He announced that the flight was re-routed through Alaska. "Some European 
countries, as well as Japan, have opened their borders to refugees," said the captain. 
"Transportation will be arranged at Fairbanks."
     After the captain spoke, some clapped their hands, some cheered, but Yoshi insisted that 
simply accepting refugees is not enough. "Much more than this is needed. We must get the 
survivors out of the devastated areas. We need a rescue mission that goes deep into the fringe 
areas where not every person has been instantly killed. That's where help is most desperately 
needed right now." He added that this help was needed, if for nothing more than to ease the 
pain. He assured me that most people in these areas would die soon anyway, within days or 
weeks, as soon as the radiation damage took effect. "We must realize that their hopelessness 
doesn't alleviate their need to be helped, to be treated humanely." The man stood up and 
without waiting for Frank's response, went to the flight deck. All that Frank heard him say as 
he left his seat, was that he wanted to contact Tokyo to see what could be done in setting up 
such a mission.
     "If my hunch is right," said Frank to Melanie, "Yoshi has no intention of going on to Japan. 
He has gone looking for a rescue mission that we can join, and he may well find one. Alaska is 
an ideal launching point for such a mission. It's far enough from the fallout, but hardly more 
than an hour away by plane. Naturally, if Yoshi goes back, I must go with him, especially if he 
is offering us refuge in his home."
     "I understand," said Melanie.
     "You realize what this means," said Frank. "It means that you and the children may have to 



go to Tokyo by yourselves."
     "I don't mind going alone. Nothing is more important than having a home for the children."
     "Would you be able to get back to Vancouver to look for Jennie and Paul?" Melanie added
     "That would be the worst thing I could do," said Frank.
     "I know, I'm dreaming," said Melanie. "I know they must find their own way out of this. But 
we could telephone from Alaska and leave a message on your phone recorder in case they get 
back to Denver," said Frank. "Paul may call home. I certainly would."
     Frank agreed. "We'll do it as soon as we land."

     Yoshi looked happy when he returned. He had been gone for some time. "I have good 
news," he said. "There will be a rescue attempt. Our government has donated the 747 we are 
on."
     "What!" I interrupted him. "What are you saying? You mean you just asked permission to 
use this fifty million dollar aircraft?" He smiled slightly. "It will be used for an airlift between 
the city of Reno and a special rescue base the US Army is already setting up inside the blast 
area. I've also talked to the captain who is currently flying the plane. He will be coming, too. 
Radiation proof clothing has been allocated to us through the FAA. The Atomic Energy 
Commission maintains a supply depot in Alaska for just such an emergency." His smile 
became more definite now. "I take it that you will join us," he added.
     Frank told him he would. He said that he could count on him one-hundred-percent.
     "Well, with two experts flying the plane, the mission can't go wrong, can it?" said Yoshi. He 
also told us that he has already enough seats reserved on a KLM flight from Fairbanks to 
Tokyo to accommodate Melanie and the children. He turned to Melanie. "I've also spoken with 
my wife. She will meet you at Tokyo International Airport. I gave her a detailed description of 
you and your little daughter. I also told her about the other five children. She will meet you 
right at the immigration counter. She said she would wear a light turquoise dress, 
embroidered with a traditional Japanese pattern. I'm sure you can't miss each other...."
     "But how on earth," Frank interrupted him, "did you manage to get all that organized? You 
phoned your wife, made airline reservations, arranged a rescue mission, commandeered a 
whole airplane for it, and a big one at that...."
     "It was easy," replied Yoshi. "My friends at the commission had the whole thing organized 
before I called. They did all the work. In fact, they were looking for volunteers," he grinned. 
"All I had to say, was yes. It may interest you that the airplane is technically on lease to the US 
government for the duration of the crisis. The cost of the lease, apparently, is one US dollar."

     Yoshi seemed pleased with the way things had worked out. "But there is one thing I must 
ask you to consider," he said to Melanie and Frank; "and I mean both of you. I can assure you 
this mission will be dangerous. You may want to reconsider."
     Frank said "NO," without hesitation. He turned to Melanie; "If Jennie, Paul, or the kids were 
in there we would be grateful for the chance go and do something for them. For the same 
reason I must go and help whoever needs our help."
     Melanie understood; "Don't worry about us," she added courageously, suppressing the tears 
that were starting to come; "we'll be fine."



     Melanie was quiet after that. At 2:40 PM, under a crystal sky the giant 747 touched down on 
runway number three at Fairbanks, Alaska. The plane was assigned to gate 21 where workmen 
stood by to install modifications for the "Deep Penetration Mission." The mission departure 
was set for 3:45 PM, slightly more than an hour away. The only thing that was left to be said 
now, was good-bye.
     It was a precious hour of embracing, crying, smiling, and good wishes. Melanie, Paul, and 
the kids were inside the terminal building, looking across the airfield onto snow covered 
mountains. Yoshi stayed on the plane and observed the work crews.
     "It wasn't supposed to end like this," said Frank to Melanie. "Our holiday should have 
ended happily."
     "Maybe it did. We are still alive and together, are we not? Who knows where we might be, 
otherwise?" Melanie replied.
     "For how long will you be gone, dad?" asked Frank's eldest son, Dick.
     "Two weeks, maybe three," Frank replied. "But don't worry, I'll be back. All I will do, is fly 
an airplane, the same one we were on. It's only work, so don't worry." Frank had put his hand 
on Dick's shoulder as he spoke.
     "Will you rescue Patty, the girl I played with in the pool?" asked Fiona after Melanie had 
explained to her that Frank was going back to Seattle to rescue people.
     "Should I tell them?" Melanie asked Frank softly. Melanie had tears in her eyes again.
     Frank shook his head.
     "No, Fiona," Frank replied quickly. "We will rescue people from another area. Your friend 
Patty doesn't need to be rescued."
     "I am glad," said Fiona. "I liked Patty. We had fun splashing each other in the pool."
     Dick began to cry, also. "I know what you are saying, dad," he said quietly. "But you can't be 
certain of that." He accompanied his father to the cockpit. "Downtown Seattle is a crater now, 
two hundred feet deep, surrounded by a mound of burning earth," said one of the workmen.
     Dick cringed. He knew that their hotel had been downtown. He had had a swim before 
brunch at the rooftop patio surrounded by skyscrapers, before they checked out at eleven-
thirty.
     "The people we went horseback riding with, yesterday, may come out of this alive if help 
reaches them soon enough," said Frank. "That's why I must go back, Dick. There may be many 
like them who need our help."

     Dick wasn't crying anymore when he left the cockpit. He hugged his father, then waved to 
him as a military official escorted him off the plane. He re-appeared moments later with the 
others at the window of the departure lounge where they waved to each other one last good-
bye until the boarding for the KLM flight was announced. Frank put his earphones on and 
spoke to the tower; "Rescue Heavy! We're ready for departure. Do we have clearance?"
     "Affirmative! You are cleared for runway five...."

     At 4.00 PM the aging jumbo lifted off the runway and began to climb. The log entry 
indicated nothing of the momentous nature of this flight. It merely registered the takeoff as 
number 39443 destined for a Seattle area Army base.



     The jet, heavily loaded, and trailing black smoke, climbed sluggishly into a crystal sky. The 
air lay bright and still over the land. At the right appeared Mt. McKinley, its slopes glistening 
in the sun. Everything was beautiful this afternoon. The scene would have been a tourist's 
delight. Nothing hinted at the desperation that reigned several hundred miles to the south.
     A storm warning came in for the south coastal regions.
     "The storm won't be of any consequence for us," said captain Suenaga to Yoshi.
     Frank nodded; "What do you think it will be like?" he asked the captain and Yoshi.
     They had just crossed the pacific coastline turning south. Frank was told that the plan was 
to approach low, near sea level, somewhere to the North of the Olympic Mountains. Frank 
shuddered at the thought of going back to the place they had barely escaped from with their 
lives, only hours ago.
     "The weather won't be of any consequence," Yoshi agreed with the captain. "No storm will 
penetrate to where we are going. It's a world of its own, and it won't be a joy ride, I can 
guarantee you that."
     "Six cities have been hit," said the captain to Frank. "The fact is, nobody knows what it will 
be like. The army base reported that it is totally dark, hot and stinking. Nobody even knows 
how an aircraft of this size will handle in there. The army only uses choppers." He said the 
chopper pilots reported strong air currents, feeding the firestorms. They couldn't see any direct 
destruction, except forest fires ignited by the blasts.
     Yoshi said that he had been assured that the base would be at a safe distance from the fires 
of the blast area, in an open field crossed by a six-lane concrete highway.
     "The smoke will be intense and radioactive!" said Yoshi
     "Dense smoke doesn't bother me," said the captain, "but people carrying guns, do!" He 
stood up and leaned over the back of Frank's seat. "Under stress, people are likely to resort to 
violence. Now add to this a lot of guns! There will be shootings for sure!"
     The captain told us that he had a dream, once. Someone had handed him a gun to prevent a 
man from getting away from a robbery. It seemed important that the man not get away. 
Suddenly the gun went off. There was no provocation, no attempt to escape; the man had been 
kind, easy going, polite. "Suddenly he wasn't smiling anymore," said the captain. "It was 
terrible. And the worst was, that in his extreme pain the man was still polite. 'Please help me,' 
he pleaded; 'I feel terribly ill....' Then he fell to the floor."
     The captain said that he was shocked, petrified! When he awoke, he couldn't get back to 
sleep again. He had shot a man, but had not intended to do so! "The trigger is so easily pulled."
     "Let's remember that and be cautious," said Yoshi.
     "It is strange," said Frank, "we leave our families and risk our own lives to help people who 
may shoot us, and who have virtually no chance for survival beyond a few months in a 
hospital. Still we do it. It seems we must do it. I wonder what moves us?"
     "We do it, because living goes deeper than just being alive," answered Yoshi. "A friend told 
me: 'It is not enough, not to kill, to honor life.'" Yoshi said that he had kept a knife under his 
pillow when he was in the services. The knife was for his protection, he told himself. His 
friend's comment was harsh. "If you have a knife, you are contemplating murder, and so you 
break the law," he had told him. Yoshi added that it took him a long time to get to the core of 
what his friend was telling him. His said he realized now that this wasn't about killing at all, 



but about living. He told us that he was fully aware that going back into this hell was a 
dangerous mission. He also told us that it had a meaning that wasn't easily put into words.
     "Our friend has a point," said Leo, our one time Air Force navigator and communications 
officer who had volunteered his services for this mission. "There is something about a person 
helping people to survive. It honors the dignity of life, and the dignity of man itself, which 
appears to be the same thing." He began to laugh suddenly. "The thing is, we should have 
done this in the first place. It makes one ashamed to realize for what childish reasons the 
Russians and us have heaped intimidation upon one another. It's bullshit, and everyone 
swallowed it. Unless we can free ourselves of it, we will drown in it. Even if we dismantled all 
nuclear weapons, tomorrow, the world wouldn't be safe. Somebody would make new one's 
the day after. Nothing will do any good until we get rid of the bullshit...."
     "There! There it is!" Frank interrupted Leo.
     "Is what?" asked Yoshi.
     "The cloud!" said Frank. He pointed straight ahead towards the horizon. In the distance, a 
dark hump appeared to hover just above the horizon.
     "It's unbelievable!" Leo muttered. The dome shaped object had become nearly as wide as the 
horizon itself.
     "What we see is the surface of an ocean of smoke, fire, and ashes, fifty thousand feet deep, 
or more," commented Yoshi. "And at the bottom of that muck are people struggling to stay 
alive. That is what this is all about, gentlemen. That is where we are heading for, right to the 
bottom of that sea of muck."
     "Nobody can fly in there!" Frank exclaimed. "The aircraft will burn up. The engines will stall 
for lack of oxygen. We'll get ashes drawn into them."
     "No, we won't," said captain Suenaga. "We'll ride in with the air currents that feed the fire-
storms. We'll have plenty of oxygen that way, and also the best possible visibility. We'll glide 
in over Juan de Fuca Straight, turn south nine degrees at the edge of the land...."
     "No, don't!" Leo corrected him. "The outpost is further north than originally planned. It will 
be just about in line with our flight path. But the strip won't be easy to find. Ground command 
says everything is burnt black. Visibility is zero. They said they marked the landing strip with 
white powder. Nobody actually expects us to see it until we are right over it. They'll set up 
some lights, but they doubt that we'll be able to see them through the smoke. They also plan to 
have a portable beacon set up. The ground commander has only one message for us," Leo 
concluded, "he doesn't care how we get there, as long as we do."
     Leo handed the captain a cup of coffee while he conveyed the message. "The commander 
trusts that we'll do our best. He's got a thousand people waiting, already. Every tent is full. 
They need more face masks, oxygen equipment, and a lot more tents."
     "Do you see now why we're here?" said Yoshi to Frank. "If I didn't find life so infinitely 
precious, I wouldn't set foot in this hell. I wouldn't go in there for any other cause. In fact I 
wouldn't do it if there were an organized cause involved. Every 'great' cause in history has 
trampled the dignity of individuals under foot and made life cheap. My cause has become that 
which all the causes of the world tend to suppress. And for that I endure whatever lies ahead."

     The 747 began descending toward the base of the mushroom clouds a long distance off. The 



main pillar of fire loomed high above like a hundred-thousand-foot mountain. The sea was 
covered in whitecaps, the air hazy. Yoshi and the captain had left the flight deck to don their 
protective suits.
     "Before we go in, I want to contact Vancouver," said Frank to Leo. "I'm looking for a close 
friend who flies for United Airlines. If he's alive, he may be working out of Vancouver right 
now."
     "OK," Leo replied, "you're on tower frequency." But Frank didn't have a chance to get a 
word in. By all accounts, there was a constant state of emergency at the air traffic control center 
in Vancouver.
     "Delta heavy abort!" Vancouver was calling, "there is a DC8 behind you that ran out of fuel."
     Delta 109 acknowledged.
     "OK, everyone waiting for takeoff, get ready, here comes your chance. As soon as the DC8 is 
down I want to see the first of you rolling and the next one on the pad. You get ten seconds 
each."
     "Hey Delta watch out! - You're are not alone up there - there are two more aircraft on your 
level, don't crowd them."
     Delta acknowledged.
     "Air Canada Heavy, you're next," the tower announced. "Make a big loop and come in 
slowly and watch out for the last one taking off. There are twelve planes lined up to go."
     Air Canada acknowledged.
     "Vancouver this is Northwest flight 72, requesting landing instructions..."

     "Do you still want to talk?" Leo asked.
     "No thanks!" Frank replied. "That's worse than where we will be going."
     They were ten miles from the wall of smoke when Frank gave up on contacting Vancouver. 
But where was the funnel of fresh air that the captain expected to find feeding the firestorms? 
The lower Frank descended, the denser became the smog. Soon, the visibility was zero. He 
flew strictly by radar from this point on.
     When the captain returned, Frank and Leo rushed back into the lounge to get their own 
suits on. It was totally black outside. Frank glanced quickly out of the window. The only thing 
visible was a reddish glow now and then. Every mountain slope seemed to be burning. For a 
brief moment there was a break in the smoke. It revealed a terrifying sight, a scene like hell 
itself: fires that looked like rivers of lava creeping across the land.
     No one spoke on the flight deck when he returned, except for the necessary confirmations 
of instructions, needed to keep the plane on course. Every unnecessary light was turned off on 
the flight deck. The instrumentation lamps were dimmed. Frank and Leo could barely see one 
another as they returned. On the flat lands, the fires apparently had already gone out. They 
were in a world of total darkness, blacker than the blackest night. At this point they 
approached the landing strip that they couldn't see, but could recognize on radar. Yoshi read 
the altimeter. "A hundred feet, seventy five feet, fifty feet, forty feet..." At this point two lights 
flashed beside them and dim lines could be seen. "Spoilers!" shouted captain Suenaga. 
"Spoilers on," Frank replied. Then came the test!
     The last few miles were flown in a team approach. Leo directed the captain via a radio link 



to an Army communications center, linked to three separate radar sites to allow for accurate 
triangulation in spite of the filthy muck in the air that could easily play havoc with radar 
waves.
     From the word "spoilers on!" there was a deep silence, until the familiar noise of tires 
contacting a runway sparked a cheer. Frank put the breaks on, deflectors on, power....
     As the two blurry lines ended that marked the runway, the aircraft came to a halt. Frank 
could just make out the 'end of runway' light. He breathed deep, cut the engines back, brakes 
on, and with everybody else rushed downstairs to the cabin doors. Yoshi unfurled the rope 
ladder and climbed out with Frank to open the cargo bay. They climbed into total darkness, 
unable to even see the ground.
     Fortunately, security was well established. Not the slightest incident occurred while the 
cargo was being unloaded. The work was done in haste. They were in a race against time. 
Every item was desperately needed: fuel, water, food, medical supplies, blankets, stretchers, 
flashlights, tents, and most of all, better protective clothing for the workers themselves. And 
there was a great urgency to get the injured out of this hell.
     Leo lent a hand with the unloading to relieve Yoshi. The captain had stayed at the flight 
deck and now assisted Yoshi in giving several Army officers a ten-minute crash course on 
radiation proof clothing. The cocktail lounge had become a classroom in this fight to save lives. 
Strangely, the radiation count was still low.
     "It hasn't come down yet," said Yoshi. "The heat is driving everything up."

     Our cocktail lounge was the only place left, anywhere there, that was still free of smoke, 
where the course could be held. The officers needed to see what the air control valves looked 
like, before they would be able to explain their use to others.
     Frank marveled at how the unloading was done. Every item vanished into the eerie dark, 
filled with smoke, penetrated dimly by powerful floodlights without which the unloading 
would have been impossible. It appeared like a miracle to Frank that the army had managed to 
establish this base in total darkness, and all in less than four hours.
     As soon as the unloading was complete, a flood of people scrambled through the doors, 
bandaged, burned; some were carried, some in great pain. A farmer and his wife were the 
most remarkable among them. They had survived the ordeal almost unscarred. They told 
everybody how they had hidden themselves in their root cellar under a pile of blankets and 
pillows. Their house, the barn, everything was gone when they got out, as if blown away by a 
great wind. Nearby a mountain of burning uprooted trees had collected where there had been 
an open field with a lake at the center. He said that the whole landscape had changed. Nothing 
could be recognized anymore except the road that led to his house. He couldn't understand 
how this could be since they lived a hundred miles from Seattle. They said the root cellar had 
saved them only because it was covered over with big mound of earth.
     "Everything was immensely bright at first," said another person, "then the earth shook and 
it became night."

     Eight hundred people were flown to safety out of this hell. The trip was a short one, a one-
hour flight to the city of Reno where an emergency treatment center was set up. After a brief 



stop the routine was repeated. Time after time they flew in along the same path, coming in low 
across the sea, guided by radar and guesswork. Volunteer crews for this kind of mission were 
scarce. Consequently their hours were long. They rested mainly while airborne, and then only 
during the calmer portions of the flights.

     The passing of days could scarcely be noticed after a while. The huge fiery pillars soon 
vanished, but it remained dark at their destination as if the sun had gone out over this part of 
the earth. Nothing ever changed inside the charred wasteland. The forests continued burning 
for days, as minute by minute untold acres fell victim to voracious flames and more people 
suffocated or were burned to death in their effort to find safety.

     When the first dim trace of dim daylight that found its way to the ground in later days, it 
revealed a grotesque scene around the base. For many the masks, the oxygen and tents had 
come too late. Frank commented to Yoshi that Goya and Picasso had once captured the pains 
of man's savage assaults against man, but that he could find none of this savage ferocity 
displayed at this scene of automated annihilation. All that he could find was the unemotional 
effect of a machine's relentless efficiency. There was no enemy soldier on this field of battle, no 
hatred. There was only disbelief that it had happened. The inhumanities of all the wars in 
history combined, of people set in a rage against people, didn't equal this silent, crushing 
horror of impersonal automated murdering.
     Yoshi put his hand on Frank's shoulder. He said that he never promised it would be easy.
     "Yes, but this makes hell look like paradise," Frank replied. "Never in my life have I seen 
anything like this, that blackens the mind with its ghastly display of dying."

     Yoshi told him one day that the worst feeling of this episode came from realizing that the 
tragedy would most likely be as much in vain, as that of Nagasaki had been. A nobler 
humanity didn't arise out of these ashes.

     Throughout the numerous flights that followed for several more days, neither Frank nor 
Yoshi made the slightest reference as to whether or not the Russians felt responsible and 
would help. It seemed irrelevant. The words, communism, freedom, democracy, paled into 
insignificance, and were never spoken. The only statement that Yoshi added to what he had 
already said was that peace obviously means infinitely more than just an absence of war.
     + + + 

     The descent towards Tokyo should have been a happy occasion. The white cone of Mt. Fuji 
appeared in the distance above a sea of haze and smog that brooded over the landscape and 
the city. The great white mountain stood royally alone, spotless, in perfect symmetry. To Yoshi 
it had always been more than a landmark. It signified a feeling that seemed to be shared by the 
whole nation. But it meant nothing this time. Yoshi was alone. He sat in his seat behind the 
pilot of an old KC135 transport, looking aimlessly onto the city. The smog over the city 
complimented the mood he was in, as if the smog in which he and Frank had labored had 
invaded his being. Its weight became heavier with each mile they came closer to the ground.
     A little girl occupied the seat next to Yoshi, a girl four years of age whose family had died in 



the flames of the holocaust. Her name was Lisa. Yoshi had telephoned ahead of his coming, 
but he had not mentioned Lisa. He had asked his wife to meet him in Tokyo, to bring Melanie 
and the children and meet him at the Meiji shrine. The shrine had long been their favorite 
place in Tokyo, especially the garden where it is pleasantly cool on a hot day, and often quiet. 
Here he would be able to meet the challenge and not get bogged down emotionally. None-the-
less, he would have to be brief.

     He met them precisely as arranged. He spent the first moments alone with his wife, then 
introduced Lisa and took Melanie by the hand and asked her to step aside.
     "Frank isn't coming back," he said bluntly, his voice trembling. He spoke with long pauses, 
looking constantly to the ground. ".... I was not there when it happened," he added.
     Melanie's face, that had radiated happiness when he arrived, became distorted. She hid her 
face and turned away.
     "It happened on our twenty-second mission," Yoshi continued. "Frank spotted some people 
when we came in to land. This in itself was nothing unusual, it happened almost every day 
near the end. Frank went out with one of the chopper crews to locate the people he has seen. 
He found them all right, but the moment everyone was on board the chopper, one of the men 
they had found became violent and demanded that Frank give him his protective suit. The 
man pulled a gun and said that he had always taken what his heart desired, if it couldn't be 
bought. He held the gun point blank at Frank's face. Frank collapsed with a heart attack and 
died before the chopper could land. We had been working for twenty hours that day. I had 
tried to persuade him not to fly this last mission. He never took my advice before. He was 
determined to go the last mile. I should have forced him not to go."
     Melanie had tears on her face. She should have screamed, cursed... but she said nothing. She 
turned, and ran off into the garden and disappeared into the crowd.
     Yoshi went back to his wife and the children, and told them about Lisa, and how Frank had 
spotted her from the air. "We always kept an eye open for survivors," he told them, "it was 
normal routine before we landed. We discovered hundreds of persons this way. Most were 
wandering aimlessly about. Usually we marked their location on a map, and let the choppers 
go out and bring them into base."
     Victor and Dick listened patiently, then asked him why their dad hadn't come home with 
him. Yoshi told them that he would answer that question when Melanie returned. "She won't 
be long," he said.
     The wait must have seemed like an eternity to the children. They could sense that 
something was wrong. Dick began to cry, quietly. It was nearly half an hour before Melanie 
came back. She explained to the children what had happened. They stood motionless, then 
streams of tears washed over their little faces.
     In early evening, when the crying had stopped, Yoshi invited everyone to a nearby 
restaurant where he had planned to take Frank. He had rented a van at the airport, for the trip 
home. It seemed cruel to ask the others to ride on the city bus. The busses were always 
crowded. The children needed space to think, perhaps more than they themselves did. Also 
Melanie needed this space.



     It was quiet in the van. No one wanted conversation. After they had driven for some time 
through Tokyo's perpetually heavy traffic, Yoshi stopped and took a small package from 
under his seat and handed it to Melanie. It was carefully wrapped in white paper.
     "Please open it," he said.
     The package contained a binder filled with pages of signatures.
     "In honor of a great man," read the first page. It was finely printed by a skilled hand, and 
signed by the artist.
     "With deepest gratitude for our lives! To a friend," an inscription read on the second page, 
under which a long list of signatures began.
     "There should have been tens of thousands of signatures here," said Yoshi, "or smudges, or 
whatever marks the individuals were able to make. But most had died before the signatures 
could be collected, and some were too weak to hold the pencil. But those who were able to 
sign, have all signed in some fashion."
     Yoshi told them, they had made four, sometimes five trips a day, carrying six hundred to a 
thousand people at a time. Some had died even before they landed. "Nobody will know how 
many of them will have normal lives again."
     Melanie nodded, quietly. "Jennie will treasure these signatures you have collected," she told 
him, "if we will ever see Jennie again."
     "No, I have not collected these," Yoshi replied. "They were collected by a friend of the man 
who had struggled with Frank. He couldn't believe what his friend had done. He had never 
drawn a gun before. He despised guns! He had never owned one in all his life. 'Who knows 
where he got this gun from?' his friend had cried."
     Yoshi started the van up again and the drive continued, as silently as before. Only now and 
then, Yoshi's commenting on the folder of signatures interrupted the silence. "The man who 
collected them had large burn wounds on his arms, legs, and face," Yoshi said. "He was 
hurting badly while he hobbled from bed to bed, getting others to sign. He would accept no 
help from anyone." Yoshi said that he had twice offered his help, but was refused, because it 
wouldn't have the same meaning then. Only near the end, did he allow some of the less 
injured to help him. In this fashion all the pages were filled, one by one. "I was allowed to 
watch, nothing more," Yoshi said.
     "Maybe this will give you a feeling for the dimension of our struggles," he said to Melanie a 
while later. "Maybe, if you know all this, you may not misjudge Frank as someone irrational or 
foolish. It will never be possible for someone who wasn't actually there himself, to understand 
what lay behind the risks we took and the sacrifices we made. It must seem stupid to someone 
who doesn't know, but it wasn't stupid. It was the finest, most intensely human thing anyone 
could have done and experienced."

     The van rolled quietly on, stopped at traffic lights, merged with the streams of traffic. "Most 
people at the emergency hospital weren't expected to live for more than a week," said Yoshi, 
"and there was little the doctors could do about it. They could only keep them comfortable and 
ease the pain."

     Yoshi knew that this was a gross understatement of what had actually happened. He tried 



to explain that there was more compassion expressed by the workers of this hospital, than is 
normally found in situations of caring for patients. There was more hope in this place of dying 
than seemed rationally justifiable. "Maybe the deep compassion everyone felt, nurtured this 
unexplainable hope," said Yoshi. He told them that he had rarely felt such a deep sense of 
humanity as he had seen in the fortitude of those who bluntly denied the obvious, and in those 
who helped them, who knew that they had reached the end of the line. Irrational as this might 
have been, rarely did anyone see the hospital as a death-camp, which it really was.
     Yoshi drove on in this fashion for well over an hour. He criss-crossed the city on congested 
streets filled with light, his beloved Tokyo that he had intended to show off to Frank. Perhaps 
the drive served as a diversion, to help him forget his own grief. Or maybe he was tracing the 
path he had planned to take with Frank, who could not be with him now to share his city.
     The drive became more involved as time went on. It became a slalom ride through alleys 
and wide, fast, elevated highways, past twisted neon signs and flashy advertising, each 
twirling and flickering nervously in every imaginable color; a drive silent with grief, that 
should have rung with excitement. They plunged into sudden tunnels, or soared high above 
the river, crossed lesser streets and highways on overpasses high above an endless labyrinth of 
buildings choked with cars or people or both, bathed in lights of a thousand shades of color.
     Throughout most of the drive it remained quiet in the car. The tires made most of the noise, 
tapping softly on the concrete. Yoshi made a final stop before driving home. He stopped at a 
place overlooking the city. He turned to Melanie, "There is one page I have left out of the 
folder," he said. He said he wrote this page himself; "It contains the first impressions that Lisa 
gave of her plight, after she was found. Maybe her words can explain why we had to keep on 
going back. Frank had spotted her coming down a trail from a charred, burnt out hillside. She 
kept asking the chopper pilot why the trees had to die? Her words sounded like a poem, as 
she, in her bewilderment, told us a bit at a time what had happened." Yoshi gave the page to 
Melanie.

     I was happy by the river,
     Singing, climbing on rocks, playing,
     Laughing,
     Chasing a squirrel,
     I watched a beetle sleeping,
     I watched a rabbit under a bridge.
     Then fire came,
     With a big light,
     The forest was burning,
     With screams,
     There was no more sky...
     There was night,
     Not a voice.
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